**Why does America support the Jewish State called Israel?**

One of the biggest reasons the American Government and many of its politicians in Congress support the rouge Jewish State called Israel is because the Jews over the last 100 years or so, have wiggled their religion of Jewism into claiming a false identity with the ancient Israelite tribes of the Bible. Because of this perpetual on-going lie the original League of Nations (now called the UN) partitioned Palestine in 1947, and provided the way for Jews to steal their way onto a land to which they never had an historical right. Since America is still considered to be a “Christian” nation, many Biblically ignorant Christians are still being programmed by their churches, and the word “Jew” to positively support anyone relating to the word Jew or to the word Israel. This indoctrination is on-going and very noticeable on a weekly basis in American churches and on the Sunday morning television screen, especially by way of highly visible TV oriented big dollar influential mega churches.

The false belief by many Christian Churches that Jews are related to the ancient Biblical Israelite tribes also becomes indoctrinated into American politicians (especially those that are of the Christian faith). This makes Christian Politicians very vulnerable to Jewish lobbies that use their significant monetary handouts as carrots in their re-election support. Ultimately this false belief develops continued misguided support for the State called Israel from the US Congress. Correcting the false belief, (that Jews are related somehow to the Ancient Israelite tribe of the Bible) can only be accomplished by educating the truth seeking Christian Politician (and other naive bystanders) about who the Jews in the State called Israel truly are, where and how they originated, and why they are not in any way true Israelites, or related to the Ancient Biblical Israelite tribes of the Bible.

**Jews are not, and have never been related to the Biblical Israelite tribes.** Jews are not even a Semitic people. Jews are impostors to the Ancient Israelite tribes and have no right to the ancient land of Israel or Palestine. On the other hand, many Palestinians may be actual descendants of the Biblical Tribes of Israel having dwelt on the lands of Palestine for several thousand years, although they may not even know it. True Biblical Israelites are a Covenant keeping people, Deut. 5:2-22. Without adhering to the Covenant/Contract agreement made with the Almighty Sovereign Creator Being (the God named YHWH of the Hebrew Scriptures) one cannot be a true Israelite. Most Jews in Israel through their own actions and those on-going by their appointed-elected government have proven that they are not Covenant (10 Commandment) keeping people.


Jews dwelling in the country they call Israel have stolen lands that were never theirs; they have oppressed and terrorized a people that actually did have a right to the land of their descendants. Jews are simply a religious group and are not a race or a blood-line. Jewism is not at all like the belief system outlined in the Hebrew Bible, but it is a perverted belief system founded upon the ancient pagan Babylonian Talmud, and the mystic Kabala. Both these sources are filled with disgusting man-made opinions and are contrary to what is taught in the Hebrew Bible. This belief called Pharisee-ism is condemned by the First Century Prophet Yahshua (Jesus). Matt. 23:13-33.
There is hope, the people of America and people all over the globe are becoming enlightened as to who the Jews in the State called Israel are by their actions. It appears that the State called Israel will eventually self destruct due to their wicked actions against others. Also, and this is very important, the State of Israel claims to be a Democracy, but no State can ever succeed as a Democracy, and no successful Democratic State has ever existed on the globe.

For this reason alone the State called Israel (and also the State called America, if it continues to act as a Democracy) will fail. A Democracy is a State that is ruled by the simple majority, but it must always do so at the expense of the State’s minorities. A Democratic form of government will always result in internal conflict when the majority begins to oppress it’s will over the minority. This became very evident recently in Iraq when the oppressed minority caused a recent “forced” change of Government toward what was now referred to by Obama as a “unity Government” (it actually moved more toward the direction of a Republic) but is not close enough and much too late. In other words, the Democratic Government initially forced on Iraq by the Obama regime was not successful and resulted in a rebellion by various religious minorities in the State. This discontent has now morphed into ASIS. The same fate will occur in Afghanistan and other Arab States, and for the same reasons.

All this is in partly due to the foolish attempt to force Democratic governments upon other countries by the Corporate United States Government. The fact is however, the United States of America itself was never formed as a Democracy. America is still a Constitutional Republic, but it is fast moving toward a Democracy by a corrupt President. When the minority has no more voice within the State, the National identity of the Country will fail and it will cease to be a Nation.


A Democracy like Israel cannot exist unless it develops into an Apartheid State, and that is why the Jewish State is in fact an Apartheid State. As an Apartheid State the Jews can maintain and control an acceptable Jew majority and limit its non-Jewish citizenship. This may also require restricting the non-Jew population within the State or regulating and reducing the rights of minorities to protect the wishes of the Jew majority. If the State called Israel were to become “ONE unified State,” (a State for both the Palestinian and Jew peoples) the current Jewish controlled State would no longer be able to remain a “Democratic” Apartheid State. If the current State called Israel were to remain a so-called Democratic, the State would eventually result in being either a majority Jew controlled State or a majority Palestinian controlled State depending upon the people mix and the will of the majority population. The result would be continual internal conflict. For a “One State” solution, the Jewish State must first become a “Republic” with a lawful constitution (a law of the land) guaranteeing equal rights for all its citizens, for Jews, Palestinians, and others, or it will continue to remain an Apartheid state under constant internal and external attacks by the minority and by the rightful Palestinian owners of the land.

Unfortunately many Countries over the globe are ignorantly beginning to lean towards positions that reflect the wishes of the majority. This unfortunately is a movement toward Democratic forms of government (as promoted by the current regime controlling the United States Corporate Government). These movements are away from Republican forms of government regulated by
constitutional law to remain neutral. Democracies always become movements that develop into oppressive central governments that result in more control and less individual freedom, something that minorities in such states do not trust or want for good reasons. The movement to Democratic governments will sooner or later always result in conflict or war by minority resistant movements or rebellions with the purpose of restoring lost rights and freedoms for the oppressed minorities.

It appears that the movement toward a unified Palestinian State is running out of steam, and the will to resolve the Palestinian State issue is no longer whole heartedly there. Call it the feeling of hopelessness that has set in by the Palestinian people. Also, Hamas in Gaza and Fatah in Ramallah, the Palestinian liberation movement and the Palestine solidarity movement have not been able to meet their unity goals because Gaza and the West bank have been divided for so long, they really have not yet developed unity government or a common plan of action to force the world to support a Palestinian State of their own. The only unifying cause for the Palestinians is the shared hatred of the Jew occupiers. This is something we can all understand, but it has not proven to be the road to achieve the objective of forcing the Jews to return stolen Palestinian lands, or provide the Palestinians with an acceptable un-divided land upon which they can build their unified Palestinian State. Time is running out, and very soon Palestinian lands will be forever lost to the Jews. A plan must be developed that can be supported by both factions and presented to the entire world for support.

The Plan for a Two State solution is found here: http://assemblyoftrueisrael.com/Mandate2.pdf

The plan for a united Palestinian/Jew State: Also called a “One State” solution, requires Israel to become a “Constitutional Republic” a State where the law of the land is by a Constitution that guarantees equal rights for all its citizens, both Jews, Palestinians and others, with no religious or political restrictions, and full repatriation to Palestinians of all stolen lands. It requires a new State name, and a new State flag that will represent a “United Country.”
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